
 

HOW TO POLITELY REFUSE GAGGLES OF GEESE 
THE SIGHT OF MILLIONS OF WATERFOWL IN THE SKY IS A TRUE WONDER OF NATURE. THE 
LAWS OF NATURE, HOWEVER, STATE THAT WHAT GOES UP MUST COME DOWN. 
Sometimes, our beloved Canada geese can ruffle the feathers of urbanites they share space with. During 
the weeks of migration and the months of summer, the population of urban geese in Canada can increase 
tenfold. They like to use parks and yards near retention basins for feeding and nesting. 
Although they are beautiful from a safe distance, Canada geese can be stubborn at best. Once they’ve 
nested on your property it’s very hard to convince them to move along. The best way to avoid grumpy 
geese is to make your property an unappealing pit stop in the first place. Here’s how: 
1. Throw a pool party…kinda. 
After a long flight back north, Canada geese just want to chill out. Keep these party poopers off your 
property with movement and noise. They’ll think your place is too rowdy for them to relax. You can do 
this with balloons, streamers or lights. You can also use a fake coyote, owl decoy or make your own 
scarecrow…scaregoose. If you don’t want to blast your boom box, you can use motion-sensitive sirens or 
horns. Just make sure you don’t irritate the ears of your human neighbours! 
2. Lose the goose snacks. 
Geese like to veg out and take a dip. If there’s plenty of food and water, there’s almost no stopping them. 
Their favourite snack is fresh shoots of grass—especially Kentucky bluegrass. If you’re trying to outdo 
your neighbours by having the nicest lawn on the block, the geese will thank you for all your extra effort. 
This is why geese often see golf courses as giant buffets. Use less fertilizer and let your grass grow longer 
during the summer and the geese won’t find it as appetizing. 
3. Shrub your tub. 
Canada geese may be able to fly, but they don’t have a great vertical when it comes to jumping. Geese 
would rather waddle in and out of water, just as most humans prefer the gentle slope of a beach to 
jumping off a cliff. Plant some dense shrubs, place some large rocks or build a short fence to make a 
barrier between the water and the lawn. Lazy, lounging geese aren’t even going to bother trying to 
climb—they don’t even have hands! 
To effectively deter geese, it’s best to use a combination of these techniques, but please remember that 
Canada geese are still our feather friends and a national symbol of our country. Canada geese are 
protected under the federal Migratory Birds Act, which prevents hunting, killing, capturing, 
translocating, disturbing, selling, purchasing or possessing Canada geese or their parts (feathers, nests, 
eggs, etc.) – except as permitted by regulations under the Act. Any techniques you use to deter geese 
must also respect your city’s by-laws. 


